
Dear GPC-network!

What a wonderful conference in Krakow we had! What a powerful start into the 100 days 
of prayer! We pray and trust that also for you the first steps into the 100 days were blessed 
and anointed!

The Krakow-conference
About 300 participants came – more than 
planned and expected! About 25 nations of all 5 
continents were represented (we even had a cou-
ple from Australia and 2 participants from Brazil!). 
The largest groups came from: Germany, Poland, 
UK – and South Korea (37!). And we experienced a 
beautiful spirit of unity, prayer, worship and deep 
processes of repentance and revelation.

Auschwitz
For most of the participants it was the first time to visit Auschwitz-concentration camp on 
January 26, 2015. Having come to a place of understanding that Auschwitz and the Holo-
caust to a large degree was the fruit of 1800 years of Christian anti-Semitism in Europe, the 
impact was profound. May God help us to overcome this traditional (and partly still pres-
ent!) blindness in the church concerning God’s love and our divine connection with the 
Jewish people in order to be able – together with Israel – to become a light of orientation 
for the nations in our confused times.

The commemoration concert
It was a very special moment when at the eve-
ning of the 27th of January we as Christians from 
around the world could join with the Jewish com-
munity of Krakow for a commemoration concert 
– exactly 70 years after the liberation of Auschwitz. 
It indeed was a moment of public repentance, rec-
onciliation and healing! For more information on 
the concert, we are recommending the monthly 
newsletter of ECI – the patron of that concert – 
from February 2015: To subscribe send an Email to: 
info@ec4i.org. Information about the ECI on: www.ec4i.org

100 days – in full swing
Inspired by these experiences and equipped by messages from Sister Joela (Germany), 
Henryk Wieja (Poland), Benjamin Berger (Israel), George Annadorai (Singapore), Willem 
Glashouwer (Netherlands), Rick Ridings (Israel), Chuck Pierce (USA), Tomas Sandell (Brussels 
/ Finland), Markus Ernst (Switzerland) and Harald Eckert (Germany), the participants went 
back to their nations to pick up the 15 weeks / 100 days of prayer and promote them in 
their sphere of influence. Together with you from around the world the 100 days of prayer 
is gaining a great momentum. In Germany alone the 100 day prayer guide was printed 
and distributed 15.000 times within 6 weeks! In Indonesia around 500 churches in all larger 
Islands are involved! Etc…
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Book  
with contributions from Harald 
Eckert, Rev. Willem Glashouwer, 
Philip Holmberg, Derek Prince †, 
Rev. Rick Ridings, Dr. Wolfgang 
Schuler and Andrew Tucker.

Now available in english, spanish, 
polish, french, german, italian and 
swedish.
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Africa and USA
I (Harald Eckert) am currently travelling in six nations in Africa (Uganda, South Sudan, Rwan-
da, Nigeria, Ghana, Ivory Coast) in order to strengthen the Global Prayer Call within this 
praying continent. In early March I will be in the USA to connect with prayer networks there. 
The Lord is opening amazing doors!

Moving towards the climax
As the “100 days prayer movement” is building momentum, the focus is moving more and 
more towards the final climax: 

· The “Global Prayer Day” of May 8 (Russia: 9) 

· The GPC-conference in Jerusalem 

· The tours connected to the conference.  

A number of tours from different nations and ministries are in preparation. From the GPC 
side we are offering two tours especially for individuals or small delegations that do not 
have the chance to join one of the larger ones: One tour in connection with ECI – focusing 
more on the geo-political, diplomatic challenges for Israel. The other tour is led by C4II, 
focusing more on “traveling the land with the Bible in the hand”.

Global Prayer Day
As far as the Global Prayer Day is concerned, we are preparing special information to be 
published around second half of March. But please consider prayerfully even now, how you 
can build up interest and logistics for a “grand finale” at or around May 8!

Two GPC-tours
For further information on those two GPC tours please check the following link where you 
find all relevant information and links for registration: http://bookings.wwv.travel/gpc2015  
And if there are questions left, you also will find an address to turn to there!

The GPC-conference in Jerusalem  
from May 10-13
After the beautiful conference in Krakow the interest for the 
conference in Jerusalem has grown rapidly. The speakers and 
the leadership team will be more or less the same as in Poland 
with a few changes here and there. The number of rooms / 
beds for the complete conference package is strictly limited! 
Therefore we encourage you to register as soon as possible. 
Otherwise there may come a point, where we have to ask you 
to look for your own accommodation. For more information 
and for registration please go to http://bookings.wwv.travel/
gpc2015 

Finally: Prayer, prayer, prayer!
We are reminding you that we have good prayer material available for you to make use of 
a) for your own prayer b) to inform and encourage others:

· Weekly video-clips highlighting the prayer topic of the week on Facebook and per mail!

· Our 6+6+3 prayer guide and invitation-poster for local prayer meetings!

· And for those who want to go deeper: Time and again the GPC-book proves to be a great 
source of information and revelation! (We are now going into our third print in English!)

Please also be aware of the following prayer topics. The GPC is not without challenges and 
opposing forces. Please continue to pray for Harald, the leadership team and the ministries 
behind the GPC

Shalom and God bless, Harald Eckert (GPC initiator and coordinator)

Prayer Points

Please thank the Lord for the Kra-
kow conference:

• for the anointing to repent, confess 
and ask forgiveness

• that everything came together 
well: the programme and speak-
ers, the visit to Auschwitz and the 
concert,

• for the almost 300 intercessors 
from 25 nations

Please pray:

1. For the nations that were rep-
resented in the conference in 
Krakow:

• for the Lord to guide and 
strengthen every effort to pro-
mote the GPC 100 days of prayer,

• for the Body of Christ to under-
stand the importance of blessing 
Israel and the Jewish people,

• for national leaders in politics, 
media and culture who speak up 
against Antisemitism and in sup-
port of Israel.

2. For the further expansion of the 
Global Prayer Call:

• for the translation, printing and 
distribution of the book Israel, the 
Nations and the Valley of Decision 
in many languages and nations,

• for the GPC vision to spread to 
many more nations,

• for a “Daniel” anointing for be-
lievers in many nations to hum-
ble ourselves before the Lord, 
asking forgiveness for ourselves, 
our leaders and our nations on 
account of our sins against the 
Jewish people and Israel, ap-
pealing to the Lord’s grace and 
forgiveness for His Holy Name’s 
sake (Daniel chapter 9).

3.  For the Lord to continue pouring 
the Spirit of grace and supplication 
on the Body of Christ in all nations 
to come before Him during the 100 
days of the Global Prayer Call.

4. For the Temple Mount in Jerusalem 
to become everything the Lord has 
intended and purposed: to be the 
Place where He, and none other, is 
to be worshipped.
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